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Fig. 1. Example layout of a shunting yard

Introduction The railways
in the Netherlands are oper-
ated by the NS, Nederlandse
Spoorwegen. As rail trans-
portation offers a sustainable
mode of transport, passenger
flows have increased in the last decade and the NS strives to continue this de-
velopment [6,7]. To support this trend, more trains are needed and the planning
becomes more complicated. The problem we look at in this thesis considers the
parking of trains in shunting yards (Figure 1) outside peak hours and is known
as the (NP-hard) Train Unit Shunting Problem (TUSP) [3,5]. The NS currently
uses a local search method to solve this problem [2], however, this algorithm is
focused on finding a good solution and does not take the feasibility of a scenario
into account. Therefore, the algorithm might end up using long computation
times on scenarios that are infeasible to begin with.

In this thesis, we study different approaches to determine the feasibility of
TUSP scenarios. We model TUSP as the Pebble Motion problem (PM), which
considers the movement of pebbles in a graph, because PM scenarios are decid-
able in linear time [1]. The main differences between the TUSP and PM are i)
the arrival and departure of trains at a shunting yard versus the pebbles already
present in the graph; ii) the absolute arrival and departure times vs. time steps
for movements; iii) the capacity of shunting tracks and trains lengths vs. unit-size
pebbles and nodes; and iv) the train type composition vs. unique pebbles.

A restriction of the PM problem is created, where the graph is assumed to be
a tree with a simple path at the root, and reallocation of pebbles is prohibited.
This simple path models the arrival and departure sequences of trains in the
shunting yard represented by the tree. These sequences resolve the differences
i) and ii) and we call this problem variant the Pebble Motion on a Tree with
Arrival and Departure (PMTAD). We first study this problem and later derive
two extensions of this problem which respectively resolve differences iii) and iv).

To match the branch set of a tree, which expresses the size of each branch
that can be reached from the root node, to the pebble sequences, we define a
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partition of a sequence. This partition is a set where each item is a totally ordered
set (toset) such that all tosets are disjoint, the union of the tosets includes all
pebbles, and the tosets respect the order of the pebbles in both the arrival and
departure sequence. We prove that a partition and a branch set match means
the PMTAD scenario that constructed them is a feasible scenario.
Studying the PMTAD First, we consider different scenarios and establish
several conditions to determine the (in)feasibility of a problem instance based
on the properties of the arrival and departure sequences, combined with the tree
structure. We can derive bounds on the minimal number of required branches
in the tree using a Directed Acyclic Graph representation of the two sequences.

Second, we assume problem instances have a given branch set definition.
We refer to this restriction of the PMTAD as the Branch Set for a Partition
Problem (BSPP). Studying this problem, we found an approach that runs in
polynomial time and can find a partition to match the branch set. However, the
main drawback is the fixed branch set. Since a tree can be expressed as one large
branch or many smaller branches, as well as anything in between, this limits the
possible partitions to match. An infeasible BSPP instance does not necessarily
mean that the PMTAD instance from which it originated is also infeasible.

Finally, we consider instances of the PMTAD where the partition is given
and we want to match it to a given shunting tree. We refer to this problem as
the Partition for a Pebble Sequence on a Tree problem (PPST). We found an
algorithm with a worst-case runtime that is exponential in the number of pebbles.
Furthermore, we identified a special case of this problem with m branches in the
tree, with at least two nodes each, and n ≤ 2m pebbles. This special case can be
solved in polynomial time, as such an instance can be converted to a Bipartite
Matching problem, which is in the complexity class P [8].
Extending the PMTAD Next, we create an extension of the PMTAD that
also includes the length of trains and tracks: the Pebble Motion on a Tree with
Arrival, Departure, and Length inclusion (PMTADL). Here, the pebbles are
assigned a size and the branches in the associated branch sets are given a size,
too. We consider the PPSTL extension of the PPST that also includes these
sizes and show that this problem is NP-hard by creating a reduction of the
classic Partition problem [4, SP12] to the PPSTL. Furthermore, we show that
PMTADL and the PPSTL are closely related, and (in)feasible instances of one
can be mapped to (in)feasible instances of the other in polynomial time.

Finally, we establish a different extension of the PMTAD that does not in-
clude the lengths but considers pebbles to be of a certain type, or color, where
only the types of the pebbles have to be correctly matched between the arrival
and departure sequences. A special case is considered where there are as many
branches in the tree as there are different types considered in the problem, and
we prove this is decidable in polyonimal time.
Conclusion We propose a PM variant which is more representative of trans-
portation problems like the TUSP because the PMTAD is relevant for scenarios
where sequences of vehicles are considered that must be parked or permuted in a
limited space. Two extensions of the problem are discussed that further resemble
real-world scenarios and the PMTADL is shown to be NP-complete.
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